A Challenge for AI A Challenge for AI Pineda (2007) :
-A theory of diagrammatic reasoning -A semi-automatic proof of the theorem of Pythagoras -A semi-automatic proof of the theorem of the sum of the odds -A prototype program Dr. Luis Pineda, IIMAS, UNAM, 2009 The theory… The theory… Action schemes (a synthetic machinery) A notion of re-interpretation A geometric description machinery Conservation principles The arithmetic interpretation Dr. Luis Pineda, IIMAS, UNAM, 2009 The theory… The theory… The The re re--interpretations and interpretations and "emerging" objects "emerging" objects Dr. Luis Pineda, IIMAS, UNAM, 2009 A change in the conceptual perspective! Geometric description machinery Geometric description machinery A geometric signature to refer to geometric objects, properties and relations The functional abstractor operator to express geometric concepts A geometric descriptor operator to refer to (contextually dependent) emerging objects: This is a relation between generic This is a relation between generic descriptions… descriptions…
Generalized concept of equality for geometrical properties Global principle of conservation of area:
The application of the principle is granted if the action scheme producing the transformation preserves the conservation property Structured principle of conservation of area: λPλQλx(area(P(x)) = area(Q(x)) -P and Q are generic descriptions of geometrical objects or configurations x is a generic reference object An interpretative action (under the appropriate conditions) is represented by a functional application operation!
Conservation principles Conservation principles
Dr. Luis Pineda, IIMAS, UNAM, 2009 λPλQλx(area(P(x)) = area(Q(x))(y <= f 1 )
Synthesis of geometric concepts Synthesis of geometric concepts
Dr. Luis Pineda, IIMAS, UNAM, 2009 λQλx(area(y <= f 1 (x)) = area(Q(x)) Synthesis of geometric concepts Synthesis of geometric concepts
The 
The The geometric concept
The geometric concept
Where:
Dr. Luis Pineda, IIMAS, UNAM, 2009 The extension of the concept… The extension of the concept… The representation function The representation function
Dr. Luis Pineda, IIMAS, UNAM, 2009 The mapping The mapping
Diagram:
The arithmetic concept:
φ(y <= f 1 ) = λu.u 2 Dr. Luis Pineda, IIMAS, UNAM, 2009 The mapping… The mapping…
The diagram:
The arithmetic concept: The seed... The seed...
Diagram:
Principle of conservation of area: 
Second reinterpretation Second reinterpretation
Reinterpretation:
Concepts construction:
Dr. Luis Pineda, IIMAS, UNAM, 2009 Program transformation rules Program transformation rules λx.λw.λy, z.(area((w <= f 1 )(x,w)) = area ((union(y, z) <= f 2 )( x,(y, z) )) Reading a diagrammatic sequence! Reading a diagrammatic sequence! Incremental interpretation:
There is not a change to account for! Natural language quantifiers can be seen as conservation principles! 
Reinterpretations Reinterpretations
Enrich the problem-solving space Interesting emerging objects belong to the enriched space The recognition of emerging objects depends on the interpretation process, but also on the nature of the external representation! The process is genuinely synthetic and synthesized objects cannot be found through analysis! Thanks very much! Thanks very much!
